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CaaS-based web-store 

1/12/2012 

 3rd party cashiers 
 Cashier-as-a-Service (CaaS) 
 The CaaS exposes service through Web APIs 
 Web-store call APIs to integrate services 

 Studied CaaS and web-store 
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Trilateral interaction 
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Web store 

Shopper 

Joint decision: 
Is an order 

appropriately paid? 

CaaS 
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Some items checked out through flaws 
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 Reveal security-related flaws in merchant 
systems that use cashier services 

 Attack model is fairly simple 
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Challenges of checkout process 

1/12/2012 

 Confusion in coordination 
 Incomplete views of transaction of merchant and 

CaaS 
 Diversity in the adversary's roles 
 APIs are exposed public so adversary can gain 

deeper involvement in checkout process 
 Parallel and concurrent services 
 Many customer, multiple purchase transaction 

 Authentication and data integrity 
 Binding of fields in different messages 
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Intuitively 

1/12/2012 6 

Mom,  
can I do 

X? 
Mom 

Dad 

Naughty 
kid 

Sounds reasonable, 
but ask Dad to call 

me. 

Dad,  
Mom is ok about 
X', can you call 

her? 

Sounds like a 
wacky idea. I am 
not sure. What do 

you think? 

I think it is 
fine. 

OK. 

From the authors' presentation 



NopCommerce with PayPal Standard 
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 API finishOrder to finalize the invoice, check only the orderID 
 Freely modify the gross when "talk" with CaaS 
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gross is not 
checked 



NopCommerce with Amazon SimplePay 
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 Shop in one store but pay to a malicious store by faking the 
message to CaaS with attacker signature 
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payeeEmail 
is not 

checked 



Interspire with PayPal Express 
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 updateOrderStatus based on session state 
 Keep old session SUCCESS state to check out new items 

Hold to keep session 
SUCCESS state 

Skip to make new 
payment fail 
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Keep 
shopper 
identity 



Interspire with PayPal Standard 
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 CaaS sends IPN to merchant right after shopper makes 
payment using URL in IPNHandler 

 Replay IPN message to check out orders 
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Repeat 
this 

arguments 
to check 

out orders 



Interspire with PayPal Standard (cont.) 
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Pretend to 
be CaaS 
no more 

contact to 
CaaS 



Interspire with Google Checkout 

1/12/2012 

 Adding item into cart after checkout button is clicked 

Suspend while 
updating cart  

TStore 
checks 

gross from 
sessionID 
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Amazon Payment SDK flaw 

1/12/2012 

 Amazon Payments offers a signature verification API 
 URLs signed by Amazon Payments, 
(https://merchant/someAPI?arg1&arg2&...&argN&certificateURL= 
https://fps.amazonaws.com/certs/090909/PKICert.pem)C* 

 If the message is signed by Amazon, then the 
certificate is an Amazon certificate, and vice versa 

 Only verify the signature using the certificate 
referenced by certificateURL, without verifying the 
certificate itself 

(https://merchant/someAPI?arg1&arg2&...&argN& 
certificateURL=https://cert.foo.com/PKICert.pem)A* 
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Systematic validation 

1/12/2012 

 Store on authors' server 
 Against authors' store on Interspire’s 

popular hosting service i.e. BigCommerce 
 Against real stores powered by 

NopCommerce and Interspire 
 Similar attacks against stores running 

closed-source software 
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Responsible experiments 

1/12/2012 

 No intrusion 
 No monetary loss to the stores 
 Communicated full details to affected parties 
 No negative opinions on the tests, 
 Responsible research efforts were appreciated 

by most of the organizations 
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Also in the paper 

1/12/2012 

 Attacker anonymity 
 Tor, Anonymizer 

 Complexity analysis of checkout logic 
 Subset of Interspire's logic 
 Express in C language 
 Verification condition based on payment-completion 

invariant 
 Do theorem proving 
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Conclusions 

1/12/2012 

 Multi-party web apps are fundamentally more 
complicated than traditional web apps 

 CaaS-based stores are under imminent 
threats 

 The issue is not specific to cashier service 
integration 
 It has a broader domain: web service integration 
 Social Network, e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn 
 3rd Authentication, e.g., Google, Yahoo, Twitter 
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 1. One of the root problems of CaaS-based web-store is the intermediate role 
of shopper when web store and CaaS allow shopper contact to each of two 
parties to setup agreement. In principle, this scheme exhibits man-in-the- 
middle attack as presented in the paper. Why do you think it's important for 
online payment service to keep intermediate role of shopper? In other words, 
can we eliminate such role of shopper and allow more direct contact between 
CaaS and web-store to setup agreement? 

 2. The paper has listed many possible attacks based on logic flaws exploited 
in the CaaS-based web-store. However it seems that those flaws can be fixed 
very quickly and simply. Does this make you think the flaws mentioned in the 
paper are only kind of bugs in programming and would not be error in 
principle design? Verify your answer by thinking of if only debugging web-
store web applications can solve the problem. 

 3. While authors did mentioned some possible solutions but those are all too 
abstract. Could you think of any more practical approach to handle the 
problem? Try to make it as concrete as possible. In other hands, you can 
evaluate the significance of the problem by asking the question could current 
system can detect such kind of cheat of shopper and recover to avoid 
damage. 

 4. The authors generalized the problem to other fields of internet security like 
social network (e.g. Facebook, Linkedln)and web authentication service - so 
called 3rd authentication (e.g. Google, Yahoo). Could you give example how 
these web service integrations could encounter the similar problems as those 
mentioned in the paper. 

Discussion Question 
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